
Under 23 Challenge 

From 14th to 17th March 2019 

 

Place of contest 

Sport center Sportpark  

Via Alfieri,32 - Vedano al Lambro (MB) 

 

Participants 

Austria, Germany,  Sweden,  

Switzerland, Portugal, Czech Republic and Italy 
two 4 players teams for nation 

Playing rules 

Wmf  

Organizers 

Figsp - Sportpark - M.C. Monza 



Program of contest 

1. training day 14.03.2019 From 8.30 am to 6.00 pm 

Opening ceremony /players party 14.03.2019 From 8.00 pm to 11.00 pm 

2. training day 15.03.2019 From 8.30 pm to 6.00 pm 

Team pictures 15.03.2019 At 4.00 pm 

1. tournament day 16.03.2019 From 8.00 am to 6.00 pm 

2. tournament day 17.03.2019 From 8.00 am to 1.00 pm 

Prizegiving cerimony 17.03.2019 From 1.00 pm to 1.30 pm 

Location of contest 

 

Participants 

Members of world minigolf sport federation 

(Austria, Germany, Sweden, Switzerland, Portugal, Czech Republic, Italy, and possibly others) 

Teams per nation, 4 players for each team 

Vintage  1996 and eventual vintage 1990 with no participants on EM/WM* in the last two years (2018/2017) 

*NC, EC or Cup tournaments are not a criterion  *For expantions the organizer is responsibility 

Training 
The minigolf place is reserved only for the members of Under 23 challenge for official training and first tourna-

ment day from 8.30 am to 6.00 pm. On Sunday is reserved from 8.00 am to 2.00 pm. 

Web site 
Sport center: www. Sportparkonline.com  Fb/Instagram:Centro Sportivo Sportark  FIGSP: www.figsp.it 

Accomodation 

HOTEL B&B Via Lario 19, 20900 MONZA (MB) - www.hotelre.it 
tel.  +39 039 32 58 25 - Fax  +39 039 23 04 726   e-mail: mi.monza@hotelbb.com  
Single room: 42,00 € Double room: 47,00 € Triple room: 61,00 € (all the accomodation are with breakfast in-
cluded). Plus 2€ for each person for day - city tax. 

MILANO 

BERGAMO 

VARESE 

MONZA 

VEDANO  

AL LAMBRO 

MALPENSA 

LINATE 

ORIO AL 

SERIO 

COMO 

MINIGOLF 

mailto:mi.monza@hotelbb.com


Tournament 
Qualification day: 

 
Saturday: Round Robin in two groups (5 teams for each group),  playoffs: team vs. team with a total score of 

won lanes. The best two teams for group will go to semifinals/finals (Sunday) 
 

Sunday:  The teams from the third to fiveth will play against the same position team of the other group to fix 
ranking 5th-6th, 7th-8th, 9th-10th. 

 
Team A and B from every nation play in different qualified groups. 

For the single tournament all rounds are good for ranking 

Referee 

All coaches are referee of this tournament; the head referee is from WMF staff or in second time from Italy.  
Rules from WMF Fairplay guide. The rules book will be available on the course. 

Tournament fee 

For days of training, days of tournament and opening cerimony every nation will pay  
20,00 €  for each player and 10,00 € for each coach 

Prizegiving 

Cups and 5 medals to the first three teams and a gadget for all players and coaches. 
Pictures on the podium for the best three teams. 

Medals for the best five male players and three female players 

Balls of the course 
 1   Switzerland 97, Walter Erlbruch rosa, Bel Ami, 083, 085, 087, BO 1, R Francesca Sexanta kx 

 2  Rav 053, 054, 055 kx, 613 kr/mr, 087/2 

 3  EMJ 92 Olomouc, sv 23, 884, Czech Team 95, Inifinite Water GL 

 4  Rabbit kr, Bof Brianza kr, 423 r, 513r, Bof Predazzo kr 

 5  Bof Monza 1985 kl/kx, Bof Piccini kl/kx, 836 mx 

 6  Rav 251 kl/kx Light 8/10/13 Caterchern 2 kx 

 7  086 roh, sv 39 roh, super 9 roh, Rav 089 kr,  

 8  Bof Monza 04 kl, sv Al Pirovano, sv Italy 98, 231 ml, Little Wenheim,  

 9  Heavy clicker, trasparent clicker, clicker  

10  Sportpark dieci kr, mg Turbo 4 kr, Migo 60 fast kr, Nissan 09 kr 

11  clicker, trasparent clicker  

12  Piepen ML, R Vaduz kl, R Algund Camp. Italiani 

13  Nissan 2011/13/15/18 kr, mg Turbo 2 roh, R Pascal roh, Nissan 08 kr, Rabbit kr, Teddy bear kr, 513 kr 

14  Nissan 2017 white kl/kx, 085, Bof Sara Marchiani kx, sv 27, Hippo Green GL, Magic Cecio 95          

15  413 kl, 313 kl, Cupmonster 2 kl, FFK Alberto Pirovano kl,  

16  Trasparent clicker , clicker  

17  R Piepen ML, R FFK violet, Bof Monza 1985 kl 

18  Plasten, Mini, Nuss, Caddy M, Al Pirovano 04  

Declaration 

Final declaration on 16th January 2019  to: nazionali@figsp.it  (Alberto Pirovano,  Paolo Porta) 



Lane 1: slow shot on the middle of the right side and passing near the hole on the right side the ball goes to 

goal. It’s not possible a good return when the ball catches the hole a little bit. 

 

 Lane 2: very slow shot on the middle of the left side and 95% of  good shots go directly to the hole without 

return from the top of the circle. 

 

 Lane 3: slow shot from the middle of the start circle and entering into the obstacle on the right side, so the 

ball can go out clearly. 

 

 Lane 4: it’s not so easy because you must prepare the ball (temperature) and play not so slowly but if you play 

strongly the ball return to your feet. In the second side, after the obstacle, the ball doesn’t go directly to the 

hole but from the return from the top of the circle. 

 

 Lane 5: it’s important to pass near the first stone (10 cm), so the ball catches the best line to the hole; it’s very 

difficult the return from the top of the circle. 
 

 Lane 6: you can play to each side before the middle and the return is from the other side near the hole. It’s 

important the way of putting at start. 

 

 Lane 7: you must play a quite slow shot to pass sweetly the hill so the fast ball doesn’t jump too much and re-

main to the right line passing 15 cm right from the hole and return from the second beat to the circle. 

 

 Lane 8:  you play slowly from the right side of start circle to the middle of the obstacle. 

 

 Lane 9: play to the left stone side very slowly and so the ball goes out in the best way to make ace directly; no 

return from the top of  the circle. 

 

 Lane 10: there are two different shot; the first directly from a right side of the start circle to the hill, and the 

second beating the left middle of the hill. In each way of playing the ball makes a star line into the circle. 

 

 Lane 11: very slow shot; the ball must touch the inox side and goes to the hole. 

 

 Lane 12: slow shot catching the middle of stone side and later the left side and go directly or by return from 

the left side of the hole. 

 

 Lane 13: very slow shot passing 5/10 cm from the first stone so the ball can go near (2/5 cm) the hole and 

goes inside after 2 or 3 bounds. 

 

 Lane 14: you must beat the left side 15 cm before the finish and so the ball goes to right side and later near 

the hole on right side (5/10 cm)  for ace. 

 

 Lane 15: it’s one of two difficult lanes where you play slowly and exactly. The ball goes to the hole only by re-

turn from left side. 

 

 Lane 16: slow shot to catch the right side after the obstacle to pass on left side and make ace by return.  
 

 Lane 17: you can play slowly to the left side and after the obstacle catching the right side and go directly or by 

return; the second shot directly with two different return or directly 

 

Lane 18: easy shot on each side. 

Plan of the course 

Sportpark tournament organizer 
Alberto Pirovano 


